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About the SGSA
The Sports Grounds Safety Authority (SGSA) is a
government body responsible for ensuring the safety
of spectators at sports grounds. The SGSA carries out
a range of statutory functions in relation to football in
England and Wales, and advisory functions in relation
to other sports within the UK and internationally. It
operates a licensing scheme to regulate the spectator
viewing accommodation at Premier and Football
League Grounds, Wembley and the Millennium Stadium
and regulates the issue and monitoring of Safety

About the FSF

Certificates by local authorities.

The Football Supporters’ Federation (FSF) is the

The SGSA aims to create the conditions for safe and

democratic organisation for all football supporters,

enjoyable experiences for spectators at all sports

representing more than 500,000 members made

grounds in England and Wales and around the world.

up of individual fans and affiliated supporters’

It provides trusted independent advice and guidance,

organisations from every club in the professional

and uses its experience and commitment to drive

game and footballing pyramid.

continuous improvement. The SGSA works with

How does the FSF work?
The FSF is a democratic organisation with an elected

its partners to educate and inform, and champions
innovation in safety management.

National Council (NC) which oversees campaigns

Notes from the editor:

and policy. Policy is set by members and affiliated/

This FSF booklet Engaging with Supporters has

associated supporters’ organisations at the FSF’s annual

benefited from the valuable contribution of: Amanda

general meeting. Campaigns and day-to-day activity

Jacks, Dave Tomlinson, Martin Cloake and Cliff Auger.

are co-ordinated by the FSF office in Sunderland.

Special mention must also go to Caroline Hale and the
SGSA team. Thanks to all.

The FSF also has roles on the FA Council (at which
Malcolm Clarke sits on behalf of the FSF and

If you want to keep up to date with everything that’s

Supporters Direct as the fans’ representative), at

going on at the FSF, you can follow us on twitter,

the Fixtures Working Party (Ian Todd), Football

@The_FSF or have a look at our Facebook page,

Supporters Europe (Kevin Miles), Kick It Out (Anwar

facebook.com/thefsf

Uddin), Rail Forum (Rick Duniec), and Supporters
Direct (Ian Todd), and many other organisations.

You can also keep abreast of everything going on at the

Regional divisions exist in some areas to provide

SGSA via their twitter feed @SGSA_UK

members with a voice and the FSF Roadshow travels
the country to provide a point of access.
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Why fan representation on SAGs?

Why fan representation on SAGs?
Martin Cloake, co-chair of Tottenham
Hotspur Supporters Trust

© Action Images

Football fans who attend matches tend to do so

also be beneficial. One of the issues fans have

on a regular basis, and this is particularly true

had for years is that there is tendency to see

of those fans who are involved in recognised

us as a single mass. Yet among our number are

supporter organisations such as trusts. Their

technicians, architects, drivers, planners, lawyers,

experience of match days, along with their ability

communications experts, builders and maybe even

to gather information from the wider fanbase,

the odd butcher and baker.

could be a valuable input to the work of the SAG.
The knowledge and experience of football fans
To put it bluntly, matchgoing fans have experienced

not just as fans, but as the rounded and fully-paid

the theory in practice. And therefore are qualified

up members of society we really are, could also

to provide feedback and advice on what works, and

provide SAGs with a useful perspective. Especially

what may not.

when football crowds are still too often viewed as
a potential problem to be dealt with, rather than

In addition, the skills football fans have could
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customers to be worked with.

Why fan representation on SAGs?

And that brings us to the question of confidence
and consent. If fans understand that some of their
own are involved in making the decisions SAGs
need to make, confidence and support for both the
process and the eventual decision may be boosted.
That’s certainly something the police in a number
of areas have found when working alongside
supporters. And what fan reps have proved in these
cases, as well as a number of other individual cases,

Fans on SAGS: the benefits
• B
 y understanding spectator habits, traditions
and behaviours, safety plans and measures are
more likely to be effective
• F
 ans will better understand the rational for
decisions made
• T
 here will be improved understanding about
the importance of safety and security measures

and requirements of confidentiality that can go with

• T
 he relationship between supporters and the
authorities will be improved

participating in such discussions.

• Fans become part of the safety solution

For reasons of consent, effectiveness and –

• D
 irect access to fan representatives provides a
good channel for communication

is that they are fully aware of the responsibilities

important in the modern world – transparency, it
makes sense to bring football supporters formally
into the SAG structure.

• S
 upport in developing messages to fans, which
will be more likely received, understood and
acted upon.

Chelsea fans look to bridge gap
Formed in 2012, one of the aims of the Chelsea

The LBH&F SAG has representatives from

Supporters Trust (CST) was for fans to have

the council, Metropolitan Police, London Fire

greater input into decision making bodies.

Brigade, British Transport Police, Chelsea FC
theSGSA and more.

One such body was the local SAG, which
meets twice a year under the stewardship

“A Worthy list,” Cliff said. “But with one

of the London Borough of Hammersmith and

hugeomission, the people that affected the

Fulham (LBH&F).In the latest survey of its

most - the supporters.”

members, 97% of the Trust felt that supporter
involvement was essential if the local SAG was

CST have been seeking a place on the SAG –

to work optimally.

something that Scotland Yard officers have
no objections too – but Chelsea FC were not

Cliff Auger from CST said: “The trust are aware

supportive. The security department at the

of problems that affected away supporters

club felt there could be confidentiality issues.

from several clubs in the 2014-15 season and
have been informed of many incidents involving

Cliff said the CST was disappointed with the

home supporters too.

club’s position, but opened positive dialogue
with the council executives running the

“The minutes from the most recent SAG

SAG. They have now have an agreement for

meeting make not of some of these problems,

pre- and post-SAG meetings with the SAG

even concluding that meeting with an

co-ordinators, plus an assurance that specific

organization representing one group of away

issues raised by the CST will be discussed at

fans had ‘proved to be useful’.”

the SAG.

SGSA Fan Engagement
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Multi-agency approach

Recognising fans’ contribution
Adopting a multi-agency approach

© WMP
© WMP

Safety professionals throughout the country are
committed and dedicated to helping to ensure
the safety and enjoyment of spectators at sports

Existing guidance and
recommendations

grounds. We know that by working together,
adopting a multi-agency approach in which all

The Taylor Report, produced after the inquiry into

parties collaborate, the safety of spectators is

the 1989 Hillsborough stadium disaster, represents a

most effectively achieved.

significant watershed in our footballing history - starting
the move to all-seater stadia at the top of English football.

But what of the spectators themselves? An approach

Even then, the report said: “The Advisory Group should

that includes consulting and utilising the knowledge

consult representatives of the club and of a recognised

and insight of spectators can bring enhanced

supporters’ organisation on a regular basis.”

understanding and safety benefits. Who best
understands behaviours, habits and traditions better

The SGSA’s own guidance on Safety Certification

than the fans themselves?

says: “Local authorities are encouraged to consult
representatives of a recognised supporters’ group

It is these insights, together with professional

where possible. Indeed there are no objections in

expertise that can help ensure plans are robust and

principle to such a representative attending SAG

appropriate for each ground and game.

meetings, if this is considered beneficial.”
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Multi-agency approach

Involvement of fans has long been encouraged
in official guidelines. And, through our wider
involvement with other sports we recognise that

Looking abroad:
Council of Europe advice

this is relevant to all supporters, venues and sports
management. The SGSA recommends that all

The Council of Europe recognises the value of

sports should actively look to developing stronger

club and fan engagement on safety matters.

links with supporters and supporter groups for the

Their guidance produced by the Standing

benefit of safety and enjoyment of spectators at

Committee on Safety, Security and Service at

sports grounds.

Football Matches and other Sports Events refers
to the need for safety officers to consult and

While neither explicitly recommends or requires

liaise with representatives of supporter groups

supporter representatives to become members of

and supporter focused initiatives. They suggest

the SAG, both are clear about the value of good

creating a dialogue on the rationale for safety

communication, meaningful fan engagement and

management arrangements, and that clubs

consultation with supporter groups.

should regularly seek feedback from spectators
on their stadium experience. In particular

Additionally, the Football Association’s (FA) Good

they identify the value of getting supporter

Practice Guide for Crowd Management states that

perspective on potentially controversial or

clubs should regularly undertake positive liaison

sensitive aspects of arrangements, such as entry

and consultation with supporters’ organisations and

searching procedures.

groups. It says there is plenty of evidence to support
the link between positive engagement and behaviour.

The Council of Europe Guidance suggests liaison
can be undertaken through the designated

The College of Policing also agrees. Their Authorised

Supporter Liaison Officer (SLO), if in place, but

Professional Practice on Policing Football talks

that direct interaction with supporters can also

about the value of partnership, cooperation and

help identify solutions to ongoing problems and

engagement with supporter groups. It says:

provide a range of other benefits as well

“Effective policing is underpinned by partnership and

as challenges.

cooperation between the police service and football
clubs, and the police service engagement with
supporter groups.”

“

In the long-term the FSF wants to see fan representatives become a permanent fixture on local
SAGs. Until then we want to improve dialogue all-round, particularly ahead of larger fixtures and
when teams meet in cup fixtures for the first time. When things go wrong, like crowd congestion or
disorder, post-match meetings involving fans should become automatic procedure to help authorities
understand the impact of their crowd management.
The FSF says...

SGSA Fan Engagement
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Q&A with Dave Tomlinson

Q&A with Dave Tomlinson

Supporter Liaison Officer (SLO) at Crewe Alexandra FC
Dave Tomlinson is an SLO at Crewe Alexandra, a
role he shares with stadium operations manager
Beverley Dyer, and is an important channel of

How has your involvement been
beneficial to fans?

communication between the fans and club. Here
he talks to us about the role and his work on

Safety and security decisions have a huge impact on

the local SAG...

how supporters experience football. One of the most
important benefits of fans attending SAG is ensuring

What are the main aims of the SLO role
at Crewe Alexandra?

Our aim is to improve communications between
supporters and the club, making sure fans are heard.
Beyond that we have three specific goals - sharing

their views are considered when making decisions.
At Crewe Alexandra, the club’s banning policy was
rewritten after the SAG came together to review it.

How important is engagement with
fans on safety issues?

information to ensure fans understand club decisions
and vice-versa; helping fans and assisting the club in

Supporters are one of the main participants in football,

decision making; finally, protecting fans from excessive

it would be foolish to not hear the views of this loyal

security measures.

group of people. Their experience and specialist
knowledge can help to progress spectator safety.

How did you first get involved in the
Safety Advisory Group?

Where else, other than SAGs, can fans
have a voice on spectator safety?

I became involved after being elected as a National
Council member of the FSF. I realised very quickly that

Football clubs should not be afraid to speak football

in many cases supporters are unaware of the many

fans to get their views. This could be done on an

different aspects that are undertaken to run both

individual basis or via supporters’ network like club

football in general and a football club.

supporters’ groups or bigger groups like the FSF.

What involvement do you have on
the SAG?

Do fan reps change the relationship
between supporters and authorities?

My role is to represent the views of the various

It’s important that the views of the fans are built into

supporter groups and contribute to the discussions

the SAG decision making. Communicating the agenda

from supporters’ point of view. I’m making sure I’m

and outcomes would increase legitimacy of the SAG

asking the questions fans want answered, and feedback

and build trust with the fans. Keeping fans informed

the outcome of discussions to the supporters.

improves their understanding.
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Legacy of engagement

Legacy of engagement
The Derby County Collaboration

“It gives us, as supporters, a much better
understanding of why certain decisions are made
and certain things happen. As supporters we don’t
always see the bigger picture so we find attendance
at the SAG meeting invaluable in stopping bad feeling
between supporters and the club.”
Hazel also said that fan representatives provide a
viewpoint that the club wouldn’t always consider. One
area where this helped was home coach parking, with
Derby fans helping to improve traffic management. She
©Jon Candy

said supporter involvement was “vital to help solve this
challenge.”

Derby City Council and Derby County FC have

Derby County stadium manager and safety officer

supported the attendance of representatives

Nigel Wood said: “Listening to supporter concerns and

from recognised supporters’ groups at the city

opinions is vital to the smooth running safety operation

council’s regular safety advisory group meetings

at Derby County FC. The Club values its supporters and

for many years.

runs a successful Fans First engagement programme

© Jon Candy

and has recently introduced an event called ‘Your 90
Mick Henman, Chair of the advisory group values

Minutes’.

the contribution made by supporter representatives.
He said: “SAGs are the main forum for safety - it is

“This gives fans the opportunity to ask questions and

extremely important that SAGs seek views from all

air their views to the club’s chief executive. It has been

those with an interest in the safe operation of football

an extremely useful feedback tool for the club to gauge

including the customer and end-user.

our fans’ thoughts on a number of issues.”

“Supporter representatives must be free to contribute
at any meeting to which they are invited and have
their views considered, reported and recorded. Here
at Derby our supporter representative has a good
knowledge and experience of the football process.”
Regular attendees at the safety advisory group

“

It is important that fans have a voice
on issues that affect their safety. Both
the council and Derby County FC
welcome our views and as a result,
Derby fans feel they are an integral

meetings are Derby County Supporters’ Groups

part of the club and are able to

representative Hazel Harris and Julie Taylor, the

contribute to the successful safety

Disabled Supporters Group representative. Hazel said:

operation.

“Being involved in the SAG meetings is a privilege the
city council and Derby County FC have allowed our
supporters groups for many years.

- Julie Taylor
Derby County Disabled Supporters Club

SGSA Fan Engagement
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Legacy of engagement

Legacy of engagement

Tyne-Wear rivalry: A Derby to be Proud of
In early 2014 Northumbria Police, Sunderland

Over the past 18 months the commitment to fan

AFC (SAFC) and Newcastle United (NUFC) were

engagement from Northumbria Police has been

making arrangements to make the Tyne-Wear

excellent. Whilst it’s been a challenge to engage

derby a “bubble match” for the first time in the

with more youthful support they’re determined

fixtures 131 year history.

to persevere and engage with as broad a
demographic as possible.

Rival fans pulled together with the help of the FSF
to challenge the decision. Fanzines, supporters’

Regular meetings with both sets of fans, separately

clubs and concerned individuals from both sets of

and “mixed” has fed directly into the police’s

fans stood firm against the decision. The police

match day strategy. Regular liaison with fans has

and the clubs listened and the decision was

given the force the confidence and motivation to

reversed.

adopt a much more “community style” approach to
derbies. Fans have been quick to give favourable

A great example of “fan-power” this might be but

feedback, commenting on very approachable

its real significance lies in the chain of events that

and accommodating officers. Experienced match

followed and the legacy of supporter engagement

day commander and Superintendent Steve Neills

with the authorities.

has personally been a huge advocate of fan
engagement and as a result has been instrumental

After the scrapping of the “bubble match” the fans

in attempting to shift expectations of policing and

pledged to promote the concept of “A Derby to

fan behaviour on derby day.

be Proud of” which called for “keeping the passion
but cutting the poison”. The idea was to give a

At the time of writing other stakeholders are taking

voice to the vast majority of fans who on derby

note of the momentum this level of engagement

day don’t let their passions spill over to violence

has cultivated. British Transport Police and a rail firm

or particularly vitriolic verbal abuse. The Derby

are all seeking advice from fans on how to improve

to be Proud of campaign was fully embraced and

services and communication.

adopted by the clubs and police too. Officers wore
the specially designed logo on uniforms, away
coaches carried the message at the front of each
vehicle and club ambassadors backed the concept
- even coming along to a social evening organised
by NUFC and SAFC fans.
Northumbria Police accepted that they needed
to widen their liaison with fans and engage more
regularly and to a more varied demographic.
SAFC had similar revelations despite the fact they
already did pro-actively seek feedback from fans.
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Legacy of engagement

‘Cross the Mersey: Listening to Everton & Liverpool fans

©Action Images

Following entry issues at the Liverpool v Everton

The GSAG considered that the recommendations,

derby in early 2014, the Council’s Ground Safety

which were accepted by all parties, would provide

Advisory Group (GSAG) met to discuss the issues

a framework for them to work together to enhance

and to produce recommendations for future

the supporter experience for future derby games

derby fixtures. Representatives from Liverpool

at Anfield. FSF affiliates the Blue Union and Spirit of

Football Club Supporters Committee and the

Shankly also made significant contributions to the

Everton Fans’ Forum formed part of the group.

process.

The GSAG followed the multi-agency model

Prior to the next derby fixture, a joint fan engagement

approach and safety teams from both clubs, the

and communications strategy was produced to inform

council, the police and fan groups developed plans

and educate the supporters. Club and Local Authority

to improve the experience for supporters. A review

websites, blogs, Twitter and Facebook were utilised

of queuing systems was undertaken and plans for

to update and remind supporters of the arrangements

better communication with supporters both prior to

and instructions for getting into the stadium.

© Action Images

the match and during entry were developed.
The operation went smoothly and the enhanced

“We involved a number of fans’ groups
which has led to a better understanding of
the role of all parties in ensuring the safety
of supporters. One of the key points which
has emerged is that there needs to be better
engagement with supporters’ groups – and
I would like to thank them for the very
constructive suggestions they have made.”

communications were well received. Supporters

Cllr Ann O’Byrne, Chair of the GSAG

supporter.”

heeded requests to arrive early because of the
positive manner in which the requests were made
by both clubs and the police.
Kathy Keig from the Everton Fans Forum said:
“We have a great model here, what we did worked,
don’t let it be a one off. Keep the communication
channels open and allow authorities, clubs and fans
to work together for the benefit of every football

SGSA Fan Engagement
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Tips for engagement

Tips for engagement

FSF ideas for meaningful fan engagement

© Action Images

The 2015 Supporters Summit, hosted by the

Chief Superintendent Karl Krueger told the workshop

FSF and Supporters Direct, heard how many

about issues with access and queueing during the

fans perceive barriers to participating in their

Merseyside derby in 2014. However, his appeals for

local SAG. Supporters shared their experience at

supporter help through traditional media, such as

attempting to get involved with SAG processes.

television and radio proved ineffective. It wasn’t until
supporter representatives were part of the process that

The picture was mixed, with some SAGs proving

significant progress was made. Chief Superintendent

open and constructive, others less so. In our “Making

Karl Krueger told the Summit: “Working with fans was

Fans Heard” workshop, supporter representatives

the most effective way of making it safer for everyone.”

heard from Carl Krueger, match commander with

So here some ideas from the FSF to get fans involved in

Merseyside Police.

SAGs and creating a constructive dialogue...
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Tips for engagement

1.

Consider who to invite

5.

Consider timings

Some clubs have fan representatives on their boards,

Fan reps are usually volunteers and may have paid

you could invite the Support Liaison Officer (SLO) or

work commitments during the day or even night

approach fan groups directly. The FSF can help make

shifts. Providing these volunteers with as much

contact on your behalf - by either advertising on

notice as possible before a SAG meeting is held will

social media or using the FSF’s network of affiliates

encourage supporters to attend and remove further

and associates. Getting the right people on board is

barriers.

important to making it work.

2.

Think about timing

6.

Build relationships

Building up a respectful understanding with
When would it be most beneficial to consult with fan

supporter representatives is invaluable. Develop

representatives, during planning or the evaluation

good communication links in order to support and

phase? Consider engaging with supporter groups post-

build understanding to help ensure the safety of

match. Getting a fans’ view of what happened can help

spectators at sports grounds.

shape plans for next time.

3.

What is the best format for
engaging with fans?

7.

Evaluate

Continuously evaluate and review how the meetings
are progressing to ensure you are getting the

It could be a SAG, fans forum, supporters’ trust or

most from each representative. Remember that

something else. Think about including representatives

fans, football clubs, emergency services and local

from a variety of fan groups and as well as fans that

authorities all want the same thing; a safe and

are not affiliated to a representative body. Set clear

enjoyable experience for supporters.

objectives - What do you hope to achieve? What
does each party want to get out of the involvement?
Recognise it might take a few meetings before a
workable structure materialises.

4.

Create mutual respect, honesty
and transparency

Good practice:
inviting fans to SAGs
Both Everton and Liverpool fan groups
have recently been invited onto Liverpool
City Council’s GSAG – this is a move that
should be rightly praised, and something

Real engagement is a two-way process where each

the FSF believes is good practice. Spirit of

party is valued for what they can bring to the table.

Shankly, the Liverpool fan group, said: “We

The majority of fan reps are professional people

would like to place on record our thanks to

in their own right working in a variety of fields.

Amanda Jacks, caseworker at the Football

They have an unbeatable knowledge of their own

Supporters Federation, who has helped us get

supporter base, offering unique insight and fresh

representation - let’s hope others follow suit

thinking when SAGs are deliberating on matters

across the country.”

that directly affect football fans.

SGSA Fan Engagement
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Important contact

Want to know
more?

Who to contact

Contact the FSF

At the FSF we’ve been representing football

Level Playing Field

supporters in discussions with authorities for a

Tel: 020 8621 2403

number of years. We know that football fans have

Email: info@levelplayingfield.org.uk

an extraordinary amount of accumulated knowledge

www.levelplayingfield.org.uk

from following their sides week in, week out.
By utilising this knowledge and engaging with football
fans, SAGs can enhance the match-day experience for
all. The decisions taken by SAGs can have far-reaching

Football Safety Officers Association

implications for the match-going football fan.

Tel: 01254 841 771
Email: info@fsoa.org.uk

Hundreds of thousands of supporters head out every

www.fsoa.org.uk

week to see their teams play, so the FSF believes
they should be part of the conversation. Whether it’s
policing, security, ticket allocations or transport – all
these issues can have a huge effect on the match-day
experience.
The FA
If you’re a member of a supporter organisation and

Tel: 0800 169 1863

want to know more about how to get involved in your

Email: via the website

local SAG, then don’t hesitate to get in touch with us

www.thefa.com

via the contact information on this page.
THE FOOTBALL

Likewise, if you’re a local authority looking to reach
out to supporter representatives, but need guidance
about where to start the FSF can point you in the
right direction. Throughout years of campaigning on
supporter issues, we have built up a comprehensive
network of contacts and represent more than 260 fan

S U P P O R T E R S’

FEDERATION

Football Supporters’ Federation
Tel: 0330 4400044
Email: info@fsf.org.uk
www.fsf.org.u

groups across the county.

Sports Grounds Safety Authority
To find out more about the work of the FSF,

Tel: 020 7930 6693

download our 2015 Annual Report:

Email: info@sgsamail.org.uk

bit.ly/FSF-report

www.safetyatsportsgrounds.org.uk
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• www.fsf.org.uk

• Legal Advice and Support

• Local Campaigns

• Free Lions Magazine

• International Fans’ Embassies

• National Representation

• The Football Supporter Magazine

• Case Work and Consumer Advice

• Football Supporters Europe

Join the fsf today for FREE visit: www.fsf.org.uk

THE FOOTBALL

S U P P O R T E R S’

FEDERATION

Twitter: @The_FSF

Telephone: 0330 44 000 44

Email: info@fsf.org.uk

1 Ashmore Terrace, Stockton Road,

Web: www.fsf.org.uk

Sunderland, Tyne & Wear, SR2 7DE

